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’ INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms
known as graphene has captured the attention of researchers
because of its remarkable electronic1,2 andmechanical properties.3,4

Initial electronic measurements5�7 used pristine graphene sheets
isolated bymechanical exfoliation fromnaturally occurring graphite
on unique silicon-insulator substrates.8 While devices derived by
exfoliation have provided scientists with valuable insights into the
electronic transport and mechanics of this remarkable material, a
more scalable method for obtaining isolated graphene sheets is
required for widespread use. To this end, graphene has been
synthesized by physical desorption of Si from SiC single-crystal
surfaces,9,10 by chemical treatments of graphite,11�13 and from
small organic molecules involving different metal substrates.14�20

Of particular interest is the growth of graphene on copper
substrates,18�20 which provides many unique advantages, such as
industrial scalability and efficient processing of grown films. In fact,
large-scale fabrication of graphene by chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) on copper foils18 has been used to assemble transparent
electrodes and commercial prototype touchscreen displays.21 In
order to realize further high-quality electronic devices and rational
materials from this method of synthesis, atomic-scale characteriza-
tion of grown graphene and a fundamental understanding of the
mechanisms governing the growth process are of great importance.
Recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)22 and low-energy
electron microscopy/low-energy electron diffraction (LEEM/
LEED)23 studies of graphene on polycrystalline copper substrates
have revealed that graphene extension can occur on crystal grains
that are oriented in such a way that the square atomic lattice of the
Cu(100) surface can act as a suitable solid support for catalysis of
graphene growth, with the LEEM/LEED studies suggesting that
the (100) face is the primary exposed facet. While studies of
polycrystalline substrates provide valuable information regarding
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ABSTRACT: Growth of graphene on copper (100) single
crystals by chemical vapor deposition has been accomplished.
The atomic structure of the graphene overlayer was studied
using scanning tunneling microscopy. A detailed analysis of
moir�e superstructures present in the graphene topography
reveals that growth occurs in a variety of orientations over the
square atomic lattice of the copper surface. Transmission
electron microscopy was used to elucidate the crystallinity of
the grown graphene. Pristine, defect-free graphene was ob-
served over copper steps, corners, and screw dislocations.
Distinct protrusions, known as “flower” structures, were ob-
served on flat terraces, which are attributed to carbon structures
that depart from the characteristic honeycomb lattice. Continuous graphene growth also occurs over copper adatoms and atomic
vacancies present at the single-crystal surface. The copper atom mobility within vacancy islands covered with suspended graphene
sheets reveals a weak graphene�substrate interaction. The observed continuity and room-temperature vacancy motion indicates
that copper mobility likely plays a significant role in the mechanism of sheet extension on copper substrates. Lastly, these results
suggest that the quality of graphene grown on copper substrates is ultimately limited by nucleation at the surface of themetal catalyst.
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growth, characterization and growth on single-crystal substrates
allows for a deeper understanding without the presence of surface
features such as copper grain boundaries, orientation of identical
crystal grains in different directions, and large areas of exposed
facets of different identities whose surface arrangement of atoms
vary dramatically.

In this article, we show STM topographs of as-grown graphene
produced by CVD through the thermal decomposition of
methane on high-purity Cu(100) single-crystal substrates at
elevated temperatures [see the Supporting Information (SI)].
Observation of the large-scale morphology of samples was
accomplished over hundreds of square nanometers with atomic-
resolution images acquired at specific features of interest.
Raman spectroscopy has revealed that it is possible to grow
high-quality graphene on the Cu(100) surface. Through detailed
moir�e analysis of the superstructures present in atomic-resolu-
tion images of the graphene overlayer, the carbon lattice is shown
to grow in different orientations with respect to the atomic lattice
of the copper crystal. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
has been used to show that the lack of a clear epitaxial relation-
ship between the graphene honeycomb lattice and the Cu(100)
square lattice translates into the growth of polycrystalline gra-
phene islands and continuous sheets. The perfect continuous
carbon lattice was observed to exist over copper step edges,
corners, and screw dislocations present at the surface, which are
generally thought to provide barriers to efficient sheet extension,
creating defect structures in the carbon lattice.14 Distinct protru-
sions, known as “flower” structures, were observed over the
sample surface and are attributed to breaks from the standard
hexagonal bonding within the carbon atomic lattice. Grown
graphene is also shown to be continuous over small copper
adatom clusters and vacancy islands present at the surface of the
single crystal. These vacancy islands show significant copper
atommobility at room temperature beneath suspended graphene
sheets. Lastly, we discuss the implications of these observations

in the context of the mechanism of graphene growth on copper
substrates.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Large-scale STM images of Cu(100) single-crystal surfaces
overgrown with graphene (Figure 1a) at full surface coverage
show large, atomically flat terraces that have surface areas of a few
hundred square nanometers. The total height variation over
500 nm2 was only 1.98 nm, which is more than an order of
magnitude lower than what has been observed for similar areas of
graphene grown on polycrystalline copper substrates.22 Each
atomically flat terrace has step edges that come together in right-
angle corners that are aligned along the {011} crystal directions
with step heights of ∼0.18 nm, which is characteristic of the
Cu(100) surface (see the SI). In order to highlight the small
height variation over the copper surface, a cross section of
Figure 1a is provided in Figure 1b. In this line profile, three
distinct levels of copper terraces with atomic flats that proceed for
more than 100 nm can be clearly observed. These large terraces,
which are present throughout the sample, have smaller scattered
rectangular islands and pits with single monatomic step heights
that are overgrown with defect-free graphene.

In addition to acquiring STM topographs, we characterized
the graphene overlayer using Raman spectroscopy. Figure 1c
shows a typical Raman spectrum of as-grown graphene on a
single crystal after subtraction of the copper luminescent back-
ground. The peak located at ∼2700 cm�1 (the 2D band) is
symmetric with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 33 cm�1

and is more than twice as intense as the peak located at
∼1600 cm�1 (the G band). No measurable peak was observed
at ∼1350 cm�1 (the D band). These results are consistent with
the synthesis of high-quality monolayer graphene.24,25

Figure 1. Characterization of as-grown graphene on Cu(100) single
crystals. (a) Large-area STM image of sample surface [tunneling current
(It) = 1.0 nA, sample voltage (Vs) = �75 mV]. Purple arrows act as a
compass, indicating the {011} directions of the copper crystal. (b) Line
profile recorded along the dotted line in (a), showing single copper
atom steps. (c) Typical Raman spectrum of the crystal after growth.
(d) Atomic-resolution STM image of the graphene overlayer (It =
5.0 nA, Vs = �75 mV, scale bar = 0.75 nm).

Figure 2. Moir�e structure of graphene at a 3.5� angle with respect to the
underlying copper crystal. (a) Large-area image illustrating the linear
periodic modulation of the graphene overlayer. (b) High-resolution
image of the graphene structure. The parallel red arrows, which have a
spacing of 1.25 nm and indicate the direction of the moir�e pattern, make
a 10� angle with the [1100] graphene direction, which is highlighted with
blue arrows. (c) Hard-sphere atomic model of the two lattices. The black
arrows and lattice belong to graphene, and the purple arrows and spheres
belong to the copper substrate. Imaging parameters in (a) and (b):
It = 1.45 nA, Vs = �75 mV.
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Once large-area images of the surface had been obtained, we
characterized the atomic structure of the graphene overlayer
(Figure 1d) and its registry with the copper lattice. This was
accomplished by analyzing higher-order periodic modulations in
atomic-resolution images of the graphene overlayer. These
modulations are attributed to the convolution of the electronic
structure of the square lattice of the copper crystal and the carbon
honeycomb lattice of graphene, which interact to produce unique
moir�e superstructures in STM topographs.15,17

Atomic-resolution images taken at different areas of the single-
crystal surface show a variety of moir�e superstructures, indicating
that graphene grows in different orientations with respect to the
underlying lattice. In certain STM images acquired over flat
terraces of the surface, the graphene overlayer has a moir�e
superstructure with a well-defined linear periodic modulation,
as shown in Figure 2a,b. These alternating bands in the STM
topographs have a 1.25 nm spatial modulation frequency and
make an angle of 10� with the [1100] direction of the graphene
sheet. On the basis of the known directions of the Cu(100)
single-crystal surface and moir�e pattern simulations, the linear
superstructure is attributed to the case where the graphene
[1120] direction makes a small angle of 3.5� with the [011]
direction of the copper. The result of a moir�e simulation of this
structure is provided as the hard-sphere model shown in
Figure 2c. One of the larger angular differences found between
the graphene sheet and the copper lattice produces the moir�e
pattern shown in Figure 3a,b. In these areas, alternating bright
and dark regions again can be observed, with a different overall
moir�e pattern. These linear bands make an angle of 8.5� with the
indicated [1120] direction of the graphene layer and have a
slightly larger spatial modulation frequency of 1.35 nm. This

observed STM topography is attributed to the case where the
graphene [1120] direction makes a 10� angle with the [011]
direction of the copper. The result of the moir�e simulation of this
larger angular orientation is shown in Figure 3c.

The observation of multiple orientations of the graphene layer
with respect to the copper crystal has important implications
regarding the CVD growth. First, graphene does not have a clear
preferred orientation, which is likely the result of a weak
interaction between the copper lattice and the extending gra-
phene sheet. Second, the grain boundaries that form between
two different nucleated graphene sheets that bond together
contain carbon structures other than the ideal hexagonal carbon
lattice to accommodate lattice mismatches. These grain bound-
aries can dramatically alter the electron transport26,27 and
provide potential sites for mechanical failure under an applied
stress.28 Without the ability of the underlying substrate to
minimize the mismatch between sheets, careful control of the
nucleation rate on copper surfaces is necessary in order to
synthesize large areas of high-quality graphene. Additionally, a
variety of surface adsorption measurements can be accomplished
on a single sample to study possibilities of opening a band gap in
post-modified graphene, as has been previously reported for
growth on Ir(111) crystals.29

With the observation of multiple orientations of the graphene
overlayer with respect to the copper lattice, we sought to
characterize the growth evolution and crystallinity of the result-
ing graphene film using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and TEM. Using SEM, we visualized the growth at partial and full
surface coverage. Figure 4a,b shows typical SEM images of the
partial growth of graphene islands on the crystal surface. The
islands have a characteristic four-lobed structure, which has been
reported previously for graphene growth on polycrystalline
foils.18,23 One possible explanation of the observed island shape
can be attributed to the fourfold symmetry of the underlying
copper lattice rather than the sixfold symmetry of the graphene
hexagonal lattice. Mobile carbon atoms at the surface, or carbon-
carrying copper atoms, are expected to diffuse along one of the
four equivalent lattice axes of the copper substrate before
extending the growing island along one of the surface directions.

Figure 3. Moir�e structure of graphene at a 10.0� angle with respect to
the underlying copper crystal. (a) Large-area image illustrating the linear
periodic modulation of the graphene overlayer. (b) High-resolution
image of the graphene structure. The parallel red arrows, which have a
spacing of 1.35 nm and indicate the direction of the moir�e pattern, make
an 8.5� angle with the [1120] graphene direction, which is highlighted
with blue arrows. (c) Hard-sphere atomic model of the two lattices. The
black arrows and lattice belong to graphene, and the purple arrows and
spheres belong to the copper substrate. Imaging parameters in (a) and
(b): It = 5.50 nA, Vs = �75 mV.

Figure 4. SEM images of graphene growth on Cu(100) single crystals.
(a) Large-area and (b) high-magnification images of partial surface
coverage, illustrating the typical four-lobed geometry of individual
islands. (c) Large-area and (d) high-magnification images of graphene
growth after full surface coverage.
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As the reaction proceeds, the entire surface becomes covered
with a continuous graphene overlayer. SEM images of the full
growth over the entirety of the surface are shown in Figure 4c,d.
The apparent grains, or domains, appearing in Figure 4c are
attributed to the coalescence of the four-lobed islands into a
continuous graphene overlayer.

One natural question that arises from the observed SEM images
is whether each isolated island consists of single or multiple
orientations of graphene honeycomb lattice. In order to address
this issue, we transferred the grown graphene islands to custom-
designed TEMwindows for imaging and diffraction analysis using
a spin-coated polymer support and wet chemical etching of single
crystals. The transferred graphene islands showed minimal distor-
tion orwrinkling on the new substrate, as checked by SEM imaging
(see the SI). Figure 5a shows a bright-field image of a graphene
island on a TEM window. A selected-area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern collected over the graphene island is shown in
Figure 5b and reveals two distinct sets of graphene orientations
(see the SI for the SAED pattern of a single grain). Measuring the
angle between the selected diffraction peaks revealed a 28�
rotation between these two sets of lattices. The real-space dis-
tribution of the two orientations within the island can be visualized
using dark-field TEM (DF-TEM) imaging by collecting specific
diffracted electrons through an objective aperture placed in the
back focal plane of the objective lens.30 Figure 5c,d shows the DF-
TEM images generated when diffracted electrons were collected
from the circled regions shown in red and blue in Figure 5b. From
the DF-TEM image, it is clear that the upper lobe of the island
consists of one crystalline domain and the rest of the island belongs
to another domain having a different orientation.

In view of the polycrystallinity of the graphene islands, it is
expected that as the graphene grows over the entirety of the
surface, the resulting continuous layer will containmany domains
of different orientations as well. To corroborate this assertion,
continuous graphene samples from fully covered single crystals
were also transferred to TEM windows and analyzed. A bright-
field image of a continuous graphene sheet and the SAED pattern
of the same area are shown in Figure 6a,e. From the SAED
pattern, it is clear that there are three distinct graphene orienta-
tions present in the illuminated area, corresponding to the blue,
yellow, and red circles in Figure 6e. Measuring the angles of the
diffraction peaks, we found that the blue domain is oriented at an
angle of 28� relative to the yellow domain, which in turn is
oriented at an angle of 4� relative to the red domain. Selecting
each of the distinct diffraction spots and imaging using DF-TEM,
again, allowed for the real-space visualization of the distribution
of the different graphene orientations. The highlighted areas in
Figure 6b�d show that the illuminated area has three distinct
grains that have come together to form a continuous juncture
within the grown graphene overlayer.

In order to grow high-quality graphene on copper, it is also
important to understand which surface features in the copper
contribute to defects in the growing carbon atomic lattice. In
growth models where the catalytic surface is treated as a stagnant
structure, breaks in flat terraces at monatomic step edges and
corners of the metal surface present possible sites for defect
formation. Hence, these surface features are actively being
studied both theoretically and experimentally.31,32 In an upward
growth over a monatomic copper step or corner, the extending
carbon front of the graphene sheet may terminate through
bonding of the carbon σ bonds to adjacent copper atoms of a
step or corner, producing line defects or point dislocations in the
overlayer. During growth in the downward direction, the carbon
σ bonds are uninhibited by the copper substrate, and continuous
growth is expected.

In our experiments, continuous growth of graphene in a
“carpet” draping over monatomic steps and corners was con-
sistently observed on the Cu(100) surface (Figure 7a). Figure 7b
shows a current image acquired simultaneously with the image
presented in Figure 7a. It clearly highlights the continuity of the
overlayer, since a large disparity exists between the small vertical
corrugations of the graphene atomic lattice and the larger atomic
step heights of copper. From Figure 7a,b, it is clear that graphene
not only spans the edges of the steps but also grows continuously
over the two different types of corners, which are characterized
by either seven surrounding copper atoms (turquoise sphere in
Figure 7c) or three surrounding atoms (green sphere in
Figure 7c). This uninhibited growth over the copper surface
may be the result of high copper adatom and island mobility at
the growth temperatures of 1000 �C, where carbon-carrying
copper atoms can extend the sheet front in a type of “tiling” over
the various surface structures.22 In order to accomplish growth
up or down steps, the nearly fully coordinated corners present
during growth (turquoise sphere in Figure 7c) provide high-
probability sites for atomic diffusion across steps, since diffusing
atoms follow trajectories that maximize coordination during
motion.33 The corners with lower coordination (green sphere
in Figure 7c) have higher barriers for diffusion across the step
boundaries and provide open sites for possible interactions with
an extending graphene sheet. Surprisingly, continuous growth
over edges and both types of corners of the various smaller
rectangular pits and islands present on the sample surface was

Figure 5. TEM analysis of a graphene island. (a) Bright-field image of a
transferred island supported on a TEM window. (b) SAED pattern of
the illuminated island in (a), illustrating two distinct crystallographic
orientations of graphene within the island. (c) DF-TEM image showing
the real-space distribution of the crystal orientation when the objective
aperture was placed over the diffraction spot circled in blue in (b).
(d) DF-TEM image showing the real-space distribution of the second
graphene crystal orientation when the objective aperture was placed over
the diffraction spot circled in red in (b).
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observed, revealing uninhibited growth in both the upward and
downward directions.

Continuous graphene growth over dislocations on the copper
surface was also observed. Figure 7d,e shows graphene growth
over a screw dislocation present on the copper surface. This screw
dislocation is formed from the propagation of a double step edge
out of a single terrace of atoms in the copper. While the screw
dislocation may move laterally across the surface during growth,
the structural identity is expected to remain constant, providing a
unique surface topography for graphene sheet extension.

When the graphene overlayer was imaged, a variety of
protrusions and depressions were found over the sample surface.
One interesting type of protrusion is a “flower” structure. This
type of structure was observed previously on SiC-grown gra-
phene and is attributed to a defect that perturbs the electronic

structure of graphene.26,34�36 A pair of these defects is shown in
Figure 8a, and a different isolated flower structure is shown in
Figure 8b. These structures do not appear to show any correla-
tion with specific surface features present in the copper single
crystal. The exact nature and atomic origin of this unique
structure is currently under investigation, since the presence of
scattering centers and possible breaks in the perfect honeycomb
lattice are expected to have profound effects on the electronic and
mechanical properties of the grown graphene.26�28 For instance,
defect engineering of graphene sheets can produce localized one-
dimensional metallic states within the carbon lattice37 for use in
electronics applications.

Observation of this type of defect on a substrate other than
SiC-grown graphene suggests that the scattering source is
independent of the identity of the underlying material and likely

Figure 6. TEM analysis of full graphene growth. (a) Bright-field image of a transferred graphene sheet supported on a TEM window. (b�d) DF-TEM
images showing the real-space distribution of different crystal orientations within the continuous graphene sheet when the objective aperture was placed
over different diffraction spots of the illuminated region. Scale bars for (a�d) represent 1 μm. (e) SAED pattern acquired over the illuminated region
shown in (a), revealing the presence of three distinct crystallographic orientations of graphene. Colored circles show the positions of the objective
aperture when the DF-TEM images in (b�d) were acquired.

Figure 7. Atomic-resolution images of continuous defect-free growth of graphene over Cu(100) single crystals. (a) STM topograph and
(b) simultaneously acquired current image of graphene growth over copper monatomic step edges and corners. (c) Illustration of graphene growth
over steps and corners of the Cu(100) single-crystal surface. Magenta spheres belong to the lower terrace, gray spheres to the upper terrace, and dark-
purple spheres to the copper step edges. Two different types of copper corner atoms are colored in green and turquoise. Frontier carbon atoms are
highlighted in yellow. (d) STM topograph and (e) corresponding current image of defect-free growth over a screw dislocation in the copper substrate.
Imaging parameters: (a, b) It = 1.74 nA, Vs = �75 mV; (d, e) It = 5.50 nA, Vs = �75 mV.
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due to a structure formed within the carbon atomic lattice. A
survey of current experimental and theoretical STM work on
defect structures and their appearance in STM topographs was
performed in an attempt to identify the origin of this structure.38,39

Recent results on SiC suggest that the flower structure results from
a rotational defect wherein a symmetric core of seven connected
hexagons is rotated by 30� (or equivalently 90�) with respect to
the remaining graphene lattice and stitched into the sheet with a
closed loop of five- and seven- membered rings.36 A recent high-
resolution TEM analysis of CVD-grown graphene has shown
experimentally that this proposed structure does exist.40 A ball-
and-stick model of the structure proposed in ref 36 is provided in
Figure 8c, where the center of the red group of carbon atoms
corresponds to the centers of the “flowers” observed in the STM
images. The density functional theory calculations performed in
that work showed good agreement with the experimental STM
topography and accurately predicted the observed height profile of
the structures found in the graphene grown on Cu(100) single-
crystals in this work. An interesting observation supporting the
assertion that the defect originates from a structure present within
the graphene lattice is that the orientation and symmetry of the
two defects present in Figure 8a are identical with each of the six
“petals” positioned along the six directions of the carbon atomic
lattice. This was also seen in STM images in previous reports of
SiC-grown graphene.34

In addition to the above-mentioned carbon structure, it was
possible to observe graphene growth over defects within the
underlying copper single crystal. Figure 8d shows growth over a
protrusion in the substrate that is attributed to a small cluster of
copper adatoms with a height that corresponds to a single
monatomic copper step. There is no break in the carbon atomic
lattice and no change in orientation of the moir�e pattern present
on the atomically flat terraces, nor are any scattering waves
present near the protrusion, indicating minimal perturbation of
the structure of the sheet. Figure 8e shows a typical atomic-resolution

image of an observed depression present in one of the atomically
flat terraces of the sample. Under normal imaging conditions,
these small regions have a height that is typically 30�60 pm
lower than the surrounding terrace. The pristine atomic structure
of the graphene sheet spans the depressed region where the
moir�e pattern is absent. Additionally, these depressed regions
often have the same square symmetry of the underlying atomic
lattice, as can be seen in Figure 8e and the dark rectangular
regions present in Figure 8a. From these observations, we
conclude that the depressions are copper atom vacancies in the
flat terraces of the crystal covered with a continuous suspended
sheet of graphene.

Interestingly, the depressions discussed above are not always
static structures on the surface and often span large areas of tens
of square nanometers (see the SI). Figure 9 shows a series of
images taken over an area of 20 nm2 where two of these “moir�e
defects” show significant mobility at room temperature. Each
image was taken over the same scan area, under identical scan
parameters, with the static kink in the terrace edge serving as a
reference point for observation of the copper motion. In order to
explain the changes in the shape of the vacancies, four distinct
types of copper atom diffusion events may be considered: (1)
arrival of a copper atom at an edge or corner, (2) diffusion along
the edge of the vacancy, (3)movement across a corner where two
edges meet, and (4) dissociation from a vacancy edge or corner
into the vacancy. In the absence of the suspended graphene sheet,
each of these distinct types of motion is expected to result in an
increase in energy since diffusing copper atoms prefer to decrease
their overall coordination number during mobility.33 Evidence
for each of the diffusion events can be seen in Figure 9, with
nucleation and dissociation of a small copper island within the
vacancy shown in Figure 9g.

The observed mobility within the vacancies reveals that
carbon atoms of the suspended sheet do not interact strongly
with the copper substrate, since a strong interaction would be

Figure 8. Small protrusions and depressions present on the sample surface. (a) STM image of two “flower” structures and two rectangular depressions.
(b)High-resolution STM image of a flower structure in the carbon atomic lattice of graphene. (c) Atomicmodel of the flower structure proposed in ref 36.
Red spheres belong to an “inner” piece of graphene that is rotated by 30� with respect to the rest of the graphene sheet (the “outer” portion), which is
represented by blue spheres. The two domains are stitched together by six pentagon�heptagon pairs, as highlighted by the magenta bonds in the model.
(d) Continuous graphene growth over a copper adatomof the single crystal. (e) Pristine graphene suspended over atomic vacancies of theCu(100) square
lattice. Imaging parameters: (a) It = 5.50 nA,Vs =�75mV; (b) It = 1.75 nA,Vs =�75mV; (d) It = 1.40 nA,Vs =�75mV; (e) It = 1.74 nA,Vs =�75mV.
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expected to pin the copper edges and trapped atoms of the
vacancy, resulting in static structures in the STM topographs.
While quantitative estimations of the strength of the interaction
between the suspended sheet and the underlying copper surface
are beyond the scope of the current work, it is interesting to note
that over larger vacancies it is possible to lift the central areas of
the suspended graphene sheet by altering the interaction be-
tween the STM tip and the graphene sheet. This is similar to what
has been shown for exfoliated graphene on SiO2 substrates.

41

Near the edges of the vacancies, the graphene appears depressed,
whereas the central region of these vacancies can undergo
reversible deformation depending on the imaging parameters
(see the SI). These observations suggest that the strength of the
interaction between the graphene sheet and the copper may be
close to that of a weak van der Waals-type interaction rather than
a more pronounced interaction resulting from significant overlap
of the carbon pz and copper d orbitals.

The mobility of copper atoms beneath the suspended graphene
imaged at room temperature suggests that copper atom diffusion
may also play an important role in the extension of the carbon
lattice during growth. These mobile copper atoms may act as
carbon carriers and efficiently extend the growing sheet over the
steps and different corners present on the surface of copper
substrates.22 While the weak interaction between the carbon and
copper atoms permits significant surface diffusion, it also allows for
the formation of a variety of relative orientations of the two lattices,
creating potential mismatches between neighboring graphene
domains. Recent work has shown that to minimize the formation
of scattering sources and generate large crystalline domains, altering
growth parameters such as flow rate, temperature, chamber
pressure, and local growth environment can have substantial affects
on the size of graphene crystallites, which are ultimately determined
by the average spacing of nucleation sites on the copper surface.42,43

’CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the atomic-scale characterization of graphene
grown on Cu(100) single crystals by thermal decomposition of
methane has been accomplished using STM. Graphene has been
found to grow over the square lattice of Cu(100) single crystals in
a variety of orientations, which is expected to produce grain

boundaries that contain carbon structures that depart from the
ideal honeycomb lattice of graphene.30 Through TEM character-
ization of graphene grown at partial and full surface coverage of
single crystals, it has been shown that the varied orientations give
rise to nucleated islands and continuous graphene films that are
polycrystalline in nature. The observed growth over steps, corners,
and screw dislocations and the room-temperature mobility of the
underlying copper atoms suggest that substrate motionmay play a
significant role in the growth mechanism of graphene sheet
extension on copper substrates. The observed variation in the
graphene growth orientation, in combination with the continuity
over the various surface features of the Cu(100) single crystals, has
revealed that the quality of the grown graphene is ultimately
limited by the nucleation at the surface rather than the exact nature
of the atomic structure of the underlying copper substrate. A
fundamental understanding of the growth mechanism will help
elucidate the factors that contribute to formation of the “flower”
structures observed within the graphene lattice grown on copper
crystals and may allow researchers to grow wafer-scale pristine
graphene sheets. Future mechanistic studies may also aid in the
rational incorporation of dopant atoms, such as nitrogen and
boron, for electronic device applications.
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Figure 9. Copper atommobility within vacancy islands covered with a continuous suspended sheet of graphene. The white circle highlights a static kink
present on the terrace edge that serves as a reference for visualizing the copper motion. The green circle highlights the formation and dissolution of a
small copper atom cluster within the vacancy. Each of the 20 nm2 images was acquired in 115 s with It = 1.00 nA and Vs = �100 mV.
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